
Application: DCL Studio
Description: A virtual multi-camera mixing board for producing dynamic imagery at live

events in DCL
Creator: TheShoes

While working as a programmer at a digital marketing company, TheShoes saw that some of the
company's clients were taking an interest in Decentraland. He first logged on to Decentraland in
January, 2022 to, “get a jump on it and see where it was at.” He noticed there was, “a lack of
content creation in Decentraland that wasn’t locked camera views.” Knowing that Decentraland
is open sourced, TheShoes decided to create a “middleware” program to change that.

After looking around on the DCL GitHub pages, he found files for the Unity renderer. He
downloaded a few of the files, looked at the hierarchy there, and started experimenting in the
Unity editor. He spent about a week thinking of and writing code on a fork of the DCL Windows
Desktop client to create DCL Studio.

To use DCL Studio users will have to copy the decentraland desktop renderer. Then inside a
unity editor (which will need to be downloaded) they will import the DCL Studio project unity
asset. The asset will be set up with 8 predefined cameras.  From there the user will be able to
edit the path of these cameras by animation keyframes.There will be no coding involved.  They
then make that file an executable and load up the scene into DCL Studio.

Each of the cameras is represented by a thumbnail in the UI. A person can switch from one
camera shot to another by tapping on a thumbnail displayed on a touchscreen. For spontaneous
shots that can’t be preplanned it’s possible to use a “free camera” to virtually fly around the
scene. There are also sliders for controlling post processing features like color saturation or the
dynamic skybox.

His goals for the future of DCL Studio are to make it work with a physical mixing board instead
of using a touch screen and a mouse. “Then you could be a little bit more precise with the color
sliders and all that stuff.” The reason he decided to make the project open sourced is “Why hold
onto this technology myself?” His passion is seeing what others will create with DCL Studio.

“Hopefully if people do see more content that there will be more use from (Decentraland). If
someone sees more dynamic camera angles on Twitter maybe that will change their mind and
they will go in and enjoy it.”


